
SN Club Championships 2021 

Final Details Sunday 5th December 2021 

Anyone who has symptoms of COVID-19, who is living in a household with someone who has a possible or confirmed 

COVID-19 infection, or who has been asked to isolate by NHS Test and Trace should remain at home. 

RACE Day Information 

Venue Hogmoor Inclosure, GU35 9FX what3words nobody.pupils.jugs 

Start times 11.30-12.30 see start list posted on website 

Map 1:5000 5m contours 

Courses  

Men 6.5km    50m     31 controls 

Ladies 4.8km    45m     24 controls 

Junior 2.9km    20m     15 controls 

Terrain A mixture of interlinked sandy tracks and paths amongst the woodland and heath 

Controls This event is not SIAC 

Facilities Toilets, café, adventure playground  

Please can I ask you to not arrive too early the junior park run is on the area beforehand, hence why our first start is 

not until 11:30. Once you do park everything is close by, the start is only 30m from the car park, and the toilets are 

located at the far south east tip of the car park next to the cafe. 

When you arrive, please park on the right-hand side as you come in leaving the 

main carpark free for job public. 

There are a number of adventure slides, climbing frames and gym equipment 

please can you not use them till after your race.  

The start will be a punching start with a 2-minute call up. There are no loose 

descriptions. Why you may ask !!! because there are course loops and variations! 

See below. When you finish come to download, for your splits and check on your 

position, results will be on display. 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

The junior course is a traditional single sided course. 

The ladies’ course has back-to-back double-sided maps, at the end of part 1 at 

control 16 turn over the map for part 2. The finish is marked on only part 2 but 

is adjacent to the start. 

The men’s course has back-to-back double-sided maps, at the end of part 1 at control 18 turn over the map for part 

2. The finish is marked on only part 2 but is adjacent to the start. ALSO the men’s course has a phi variant loop; this 

means runners will be split to do the same course but in a different order, so just because you catch somebody you 

cannot be sure what part of the loop they are on so follow at your peril! 

In the example shown left one runner might have the loop  

A-> B -> C -> A -> D -> C and the rest of the course 

And the other runner does 

A-> D -> C -> A -> B -> C and the rest of the course 

Please make sure you punch correctly        

If you have a SI-card 8 i.e. a dibber in the range 2,000,001 – 2,999,999 then please get a hired dibber from me 

because it will only hold 30 controls and the course has 31 


